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The near-wake of an oscillating trailing edge : 
mechanisms of periodic and aperiodic response 
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(Received 25 June 1991 and in revised form I8 August 1992) 

This investigation addresses the unsteady wake from a blunt trailing edge subjected to 
controlled perturbations. The relationship between the structure of the near wake, the 
surface loading on the edge, and the motion of the edge is characterized by flow 
visualization in conjunction with velocity and pressure measurements. The response of 
the near wake can be classified into two general categories: a modulated wake, 
characterized by ordered variations in the near-wake flow structure over a number of 
cycles of oscillation of the trailing edge; and a phase-locked wake, whereby the near- 
wake structure does not change from cycle to cycle of the edge oscillation. For the 
modulated wake, there are large, repetitive excursions of the near-wake vortex pattern 
in the streamwise direction due to coexistence of the self-excited global instability of the 
wake and the applied excitation. These excursions can have an amplitude two orders 
of magnitude larger than the amplitude of the edge motion. The duration of these 
excursions, in relation to the cyclic motion of the trailing edge, is deterministic. For the 
phase-locked wake, small changes of the edge oscillation frequency produce large 
changes in the phase shift of the initially formed vortex from the edge. These phase 
shifts are due to changes in the times required for vortex formation and departure from 
the near wake. The corresponding mechanisms are interpreted in terms of the crucial 
topological features of the near wake and a phase clock concept. 

1. Introduction 
Shedding of vortices from a blunt trailing edge has been a subject of considerable 

interest over the past few decades. There are a wide variety of practical configurations 
that generate organized vortex streets: vanes and blades in hydraulic and turbo- 
machinery; marine propellers; and bridge decks (Naudascher & Rockwell 1980). A 
detailed knowledge of the near-wake flow structure and the loading on the surface of 
the body is essential if one is to minimize the generation of noise and prevent the onset 
of structural vibration. 

Investigations of the flow-induced vibration of, and vortex formation from, 
streamlined bodies having blunt trailing edges have been carried out by Toebes & 
Eagleson (1961), Wood (1971), Graham & Maul1 (1971), Greenway & Wood (1973), 
and Blake (1984). This type of vortex formation from blunt trailing edges is, in concept, 
very similar to the extensively investigated vortex formation from cylinders. The 
experimental and theoretical studies and accompanying overviews of Roshko (1954), 
Morkovin (1964), Bearman (1965, 1984), Berger & Wille (1972), Griffin & Ramberg 
(1974), Gerrard (1978), Sarpkaya (1979), Saffman & Schatzman (1982), Sreenivasan 
(1985), Van Atta & Gharib (1987), Ongoren & Rockwell (1988a, b), Unal & Rockwell 
(1988 a, b), Olinger & Sreenivasan (1988), Williamson & Roshko (1988), and 
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Karniadakis & Triantafyllou (1989a, 6) address a wide variety of issues pertinent to 
this general class of flows. In recent years, application of the concept of an absolute 
instability to the bluff-body wake has provided new insight. Koch (1989, Triantafyllou, 
Triantafyllou & Chryssostomodis (1986), Monkewitz & Nguyen (1987), and 
Monkewitz (1988) have shown that the near-wake oscillation can be interpreted as a 
self-excited instability. The fact that a finite streamwise lengthscale is necessary for 
existence of this instability is emphasized by Chomaz, Huerre & Redekopp (1988), who 
describe it as a global instability. An incisive overview of global instabilities is given by 
Huerre & Monkewitz (1990). 

The overall objective of this study is to relate the structure of the near wake to the 
surface loading on, and the motion of, the oscillating trailing edge. Unlike most 
previous related investigations, the perturbation amplitude is constrained to be much 
smaller than the thickness of the trailing edge, in order to emphasize the quasi-linear 
response of the near wake. The experiment is posed to be generic to both vortex 
formation from cylindrical bluff bodies and from trailing edges having finite thickness. 
However, the use of a blunt trailing edge with sharp corners provides several well- 
defined conditions: the separation points do not oscillate as in the case of a circular 
cylinder ; there is minimal oscillation of the forward stagnation point relative to that 
for circular cylinder; and a boundary layer under zero streamwise pressure gradient 
can be generated at the trailing edge, in contrast to the case of a circular cylinder where 
the boundary layer is subjected to strong pressure gradients around its circumference. 

Excitation of a blunt trailing edge or cylinder at a frequency f,, at or in the 
immediate vicinity of the inherent vortex formation frequency f o* produces several 
important effects. They include a resonant peak of the amplitude of the surface 
pressure or lift; an abrupt shift in the phase of this loading accompanied by a change 
in timing or structure of the initially formed vortex relative to the motion of the edge 
or cylinder. These features are reviewed by Zdravkovich (1977), Ongoren & Rockwell 
(1988a, b), Staubli & Rockwell (1988) and Williamson & Roshko (1988). 

Only for excitation near or at f,/f,* = 1 are the loading and vortex formation phase- 
locked to the edge motion. The outer boundaries of the region of phase-locked 
response are characterized by the onset of quasi-periodic and chaotic states, 
investigated from various perspectives by Sreenivasan (1989, Van Atta & Gharib 
(1987), Olinger & Sreenivasan (1988), and Karniadakis & Triantafyllou (1989~). 
Sreenivasan (1985) and Van Atta & Gharib (1987) demonstrate the generation of a 
multiplicity of spectral components. Olinger & Sreenivasan (1 988) show that excitation 
at a value of frequency corresponding to the golden mean generates a complex spectral 
response; they also found a stepwise variation of f,/fz, which is the ratio of the 
inherent vortex formation frequencies with and without excitation; it is referred to as 
a devil’s staircase. Karniadakis & Triantafyllou (1989 a) numerically simulated the 
response of the near wake and defined the regions of f,/f,* exhibiting quasi-periodic 
and chaotic behaviour. This wake response was interpreted in terms of multiple-peaked 
spectra and aperiodic phase-plane trajectories. A matter of central importance, in the 
context of the foregoing investigations, is the relation of possible phase modulations of 
the vortex formation process to the corresponding loading on the surface of the edge, 
and the principal parameters of the near wake that govern such modulations. If the 
basic mechanisms associated with this phase modulation process can be understood, it 
may be possible to describe the features of the aforementioned phase-locked response 
as a limiting case. 

In summary, the principal goals of the present investigation are to: determine the 
character of the modulated wake at excitation frequencies away from the region where 
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phase-locking occurs ; gain an understanding of the phase shift of vortex formation 
with respect to the edge motion for the phase-locked wake; and to interrelate the 
characteristics of the modulated and phase-locked wakes. In doing so, detailed 
consideration of the crucial topological features of the near wake will be essential. 

2. Experimental systems and instrumentation 
The experimental investigation involved a large-scale water channel, which housed 

a test section containing an oscillating trailing edge and its forcing system. The flow 
structure from, and the surface pressure field on, the oscillating trailing edge were 
investigated with flow visualization and velocity and pressure measurement techniques. 
A detailed description of the experimental arrangement and techniques is given by 
Lotfy (1988). 

The oscillating trailing edge had a thickness T subjected to excitation frequency f ,  
at an amplitude 7, normalized by trailing-edge thickness T of qe/T = 0.04. The 
Reynolds number based on the total effective length of the upstream plate-trailing edge 
system was Re = 2.51 x lo4, based on thickness T of trailing-edge Re,  = 1400, and 
based on momentum thickness 8 of the boundary layer Re, = 56. 

Both dye injection and hydrogen bubble techniques were employed for flow 
visualization. Here the evolution of the vortex formation in the vicinity of the trailing 
edge is described using the hydrogen bubble technique. The platinum wire (50 pm 
diameter) that liberated the hydrogen bubbles was located a distance of 0.015T 
downstream of the trailing edge. Pulsation of the applied voltage allowed generation 
of timeline patterns. These patterns were recorded on a video system. 

Velocity measurements were performed using a single-element, hot-film anemometry 
system. Pressure measurements involved a semiconductor- bonded strain gauge 
pressure transducer, mounted in such a manner as to preclude amplitude and phase 
distortion effects at each of the twenty-six measuring locations along the surface of the 
oscillating edge. 

3. Overview of flow structure of modulated and phase-locked wakes 
The two basic categories of near-wake structure are defined by the flow visualization 

of figures 1 and 2. For the first category, the vortex formation is phase-locked with 
respect to the motion of the trailing edge. The second category involves modulated 
structure of the near wake. In this case, the vortex formation is not phase locked; 
however, it does show highly ordered patterns of modulation over successive cycles of 
the edge motion. 

3.1. Phase-locked flow structure 
Phase-locked formation of vortices was found to occur in a relatively narrow frequency 
range 0.95 5!,/f; < 1.05. Figure 1 shows the vortical flow structure at the maximum 
positive position + qmax of the edge for values of frequency ratiof,/ft = 0.95,l .OO and 
1.05. At each value of Self:, three successive cycles of oscillation are illustrated. The 
near-wake vortex pattern is highly repeatable from cycle to cycle. In other words, the 
flow structure is phase locked. This locking was found to persist over a large number 
of oscillation cycles. 

Small changes of the frequency ratio f , / f  t produce large changes of the phase of 
formation of the upper vortex with respect to the edge position. In fact, by comparing 
a typical photo at f,/f,* = 1.05 with that at 0.95, it is evident that there is a phase shift 
of the vortex formation process of nearly n. That is, at f ,/f  = 0.95, vortex formation 
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from the lower corner has just started, while at 1.05, it has just started to form from 
the upper corner. In addition to this substantial phase shift, it is evident that the 
formation length of the upper vortex moves towards the corner of the edge for 
increasing values of Self,* = 0.95, 1.0, 1.05. 

3.2. Modulated (non phase-locked) flow structure 
Outside the relatively narrow band of excitation frequencies 0.95 <f,/f: < 1.05, the 
flow structure is not phase-locked with respect to the edge motion because perturbations 
produced by the edge atf, and those due to the inherent frequency& of vortex shedding 
both exist in the near wake. To determine the nature of this modulation; the vortex 
shedding process was examined over ranges of excitation frequency fe/f,* above and 
below the phase-locked range. 

The flow visualization given in figures 2(a) and 2(b) shows photos taken at the 
instant when the trailing edge is at its maximum positive position +vmax. In each 
layout of photos, the succession of photos corresponds to successive cycles of the edge 
oscillation, and the total number of photos represents the number of cycles (plus one) 
of oscillation of the trailing edge required to complete one full cycle of modulated flow 
structure. Moreover, corresponding to each photo layout is a plot of x J T  us. N ,  in 
which x, is the distance from the trailing edge to the centre of the upper U vortex, T 
is the trailing-edge thickness, and N is the number of oscillation cycles. The encircled 
data points within these plots correspond to the respective photos in the photo layout. 
It should be noted that plots of x,/Tus. N were made over a large number of oscillation 
cycles in order to ascertain the periodicity; only excerpts are shown here in order to aid 
interpretation of the flow visualization. 

For excitation at frequencies below the lower limit of phase locking, i.e. fe/f: < 
0.95, the modulated flow structure shows the type of behaviour exhibited in figure 2(a), 
corresponding to a representative frequency ratio fe/f = 0.87. The photos show that 
the large-scale vortex U formed from the upper side of the edge takes several cycles to 
form again at the same position. This is evident by comparing the first and eighth 
photos in figure 2(a) and counting the number of cycles elapsed between them. The 
upper vortex moves away from the trailing edge with increasing number of cycles N. 
This is evident not only in the flow visualization, but also in the plot of x,/Tus. N .  For 
other values of excitation frequency in the range 0.50 < fe/f,* < 0.95, the modulation 
pattern showed a similar trend of downstream movement of the upper U vortex with 
increasing N. Quantitative information on the number of cycles N for a complete 
modulation process is given in 67.1. 

For excitation at frequencies above the upper limit of phase locking, i.e. fe/f,* > 
1.05, the flow structure exhibits a modulated behaviour analogous to that occurring at 
excitation below phase locking. Figure 2(b) represents the case of fe/f : = 1.25. In this 
case the upper vortex U moves towards the trailing edge with each successive cycle. 
This is shown in the successive flow visualization photos, as well as in the plot of x, /T 
us. N. Moreover, it is also evident that four cycles of the edge oscillation cycle are 
required to complete one full modulation cycle. For successively higher values of 
excitation frequency within the range 1.05 < fe/f: < 2.0, there are decreases in the 
number of cycles of the edge motion required to form a modulation cycle. These trends 
are addressed quantitatively in 67. 
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FIGURE 2(a). For caption see facing page. 

4. Velocity and pressure fluctuations in the near wake 
The pressure and velocity fluctuations were measured for both the stationary and 

oscillating trailing-edge cases. Instantaneous time signals were acquired for a large 
number of vortex shedding cycles; then, the corresponding time-averaged spectra were 
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FIGURE 2. (a) Downstream movement of vortex pattern during one cycle of modulation. Photos 
represent vortex pattern for successive edge oscillation cycles at f./f,* = 0.87. All photos taken at 
maximum positive position +qma. of edge. Distance x, is streamwise displacement, T is trailing-edge 
thickness, and N is number of cycles of edge oscillation. (b) As (a) but for upstream movement at 
fJf: = 1.25. 

calculated. In order to analyse the effect of the edge motion on the vortex shedding 
process, measurements were carried out at different frequency ratios fJf o* of the edge 
oscillation in the ranges below, at, and above the synchronization condition fJf = 1. 

4.1. Instantaneous velocity and pressure 
Figure 3 shows a representative history of the near-wake velocity fluctuation, taken at 
a value of excitation frequency fJf = 0.90. The upper plot is the instantaneous time 
trace of the velocity fluctuation G(t), the middle plot is the instantaneous edge 
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FIGURE 3. Modulated velocity signal C(t)  in comparison with edge displacement signal v(t )  and 
resultant phase difference (q5c-q57) at frequency ratio fJf,* = 0.87. 

displacement r(r) and the bottom plot represents the instantaneous phase difference 
- q5J between the phase q5c of the velocity fluctuation u" and the phase q5,, of the edge 

at its maximum positive displacement. This phase difference is also represented by the 
bold horizontal bars indicating the distance between the peaks of the edge displacement 
~ ( t )  and the velocity fluctuation u"(t). This type of characterization of the near-wake 
velocity fluctuations, as well as the surface pressure fluctuations, was carried out for 
ranges offelf: above, and below,f,/f; = 1 (Lotfy 1988). In general, the modulations 
of the pressure traces were found to parallel closely those of the instantaneous velocity 
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traces, as described by Lotfy (1988). On the basis of the similarity of the time- 
dependent surface pressure on the surface of the trailing edge and the velocity 
fluctuations downstream of the edge, one may conclude that the highly ordered process 
of modulation occurs throughout the near-wake region. It is a global phenomenon and 
not simply limited to a localized region of the edge, or to a given downstream location 
of the flow. The existence of these quasi-periodic regimes is in general accord with the 
numerical simulations of Karniadakis & Triantafyllou (1989a). In fact, the general 
form and the period of the modulation are in accord, at least for f,/”,* = 1, with their 
calculations. 

The variation of the phase difference ($< - $J shown in figure 3 is representative of 
the variations obtained in the range of excitation f ,/f  ,* < 0.95; - 9,) decreases for 
successive cycles of the edge oscillation, with phase jumps occurring at the end of each 
oscillation cycle. Defining N as the number of cycles of edge oscillation that make up 
a complete modulation cycle, the value of N increases as the frequency ratio f,/f,* 
increases. The converse holds for excitation over the range f , / f  ,* > 1.05. The length of 
the modulation cycle, and thereby the value of N ,  is repeatable over a number of cycles 
of the edge oscillation (Lotfy 1988). 

Moreover, the slope of the line connecting the dots in the plots of $a - #,, us. t is 
equal to the difference between the inherent vortex formation frequencyf, and the 
forcing frequency f,. Mathematically, this relationship can be expressed as 

the first being valid for f,/f,* < 0.95 and the second for f,/f,* > 1.05. Analogous 
relations hold for the phase $$ of the pressure relative to the phase $,, of the edge 
displacement, i.e. q5$ - &. 

The foregoing observations indicate the trace existence of modulation phenomena in 
the vortex shedding process. In this case,& may be viewed as the carrier frequency and 
f, = f ,  - f ,  as the modulation frequency for f , / f  < 0.95 ; for f J f  ,* > 1 .05,f, would be 
the carrier frequency and f ,  = f ,  - f ,  the modulation frequency. In the following, we 
characterize these modulation processes. 

4.2. Classes of modulation of the near wake and time-averaged spectra 
of velocity and pressure 

Excitation of the wake over the range of dimensionless frequency 0.5 < f p / f :  < 2.0 
revealed that several types of modulation can occur, based on inspection of the 
instantaneous time traces and the spectral content of the velocity and pressure signals. 

Let x represent either the instantaneous velocity or pressure. For pure amplitude 
modulation (AM), x(t)  = A,[ 1 + m sin w,  r] cos w, t ,  

in which 0 < rn < 1. For phase modulation (PM), 

x( t )  = A, cos [w, t + m sin w, t ] ,  (2) 

and for frequency modulation (FM), 

x(t)  = A, cos [w, t + (Aw/w,) sin w, t ] ,  (3) 
in which Aw is the maximum frequency deviation. Comparing equations (2) and (3), we 
see that the modulation index m for FM varies inversely with modulation frequency 
w,, while for PM it is independent of frequency. Generally speaking, FM is the general 
form of PM. 

In this study, the definition of the ‘carrier’ frequency varies according to the value 
of fe / f ,* .  When f,/f,* < 1, the carrier frequency is the natural shedding frequency 
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/ T T : M  AM and FM (1 < m 6 10) 

:phase-locked region) 

L AM and FM ( I  < m 6 10) L AM (m < 1 )  

FIGURE 4. Types of modulation at differentf,/f,+ as function of rn for surface pressure fluctuation p’. 
Parameter m is a modulation index, equal to the number of edge oscillation cycles required for one 
vortex modulation cycle. 

component wo = 2xf0 because f ,  > f,, while for f,/fX > 1, the carrier frequency is the 
forced frequency component we = 2xfe becausef, > f,. 

For f,/f,* < 1 : w, = wo-w, and Aw = wo-wm = we. Then m = Aw/wm = 

For f,/f,* > 1 : om = we -0, and Aw = we -om = 0,. Then m = Aw/wm = 

An important observation is that the number of edge oscillations N needed to make 
up a modulation cycle of the vortex shedding process is frequency dependent. It can be 
expressed in terms of the modulation index m, which varies inversely with the 
modulation frequency w, = 2xfm. 

On the basis of considering ~ ( t ) ,  i-e. instantaneous velocity or pressure signals, in 
conjunction with their spectral content, it is possible to define the classes of modulation 
which can occur over the wide range of excitation frequency f,/f,* (Lotfy 1988). Figure 
4 shows a typical response curve j&U& vs. f,/f,*, in which j is the time-averaged 
amplitude of the pressure fluctuation. Symbols pv,) and p(f , )  correspond to the 
spectral peaks at f ,  andf,. No modulation occurs in the phase-locked region, i.e. in the 
immediate vicinity of f , / f  = 1. Otherwise, there are combinations of AM and FM, or 
AM alone, if the value off,/f,* is sufficiently high or low. The important point to be 

w,/[wo-w,] = N .  

wo/[we-wo] = N. 
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FIGURE 5 .  Timescales for vortex shedding process from oscillating edge in phase-locked region of 
excitation (f,/f,* = 0.95, I ,  1.05). 

emphasized here is that time-averaged amplitudes of pressure, lift, or velocity, which 
have been measured in a wide range of investigations, may be the consequence of 
complex processes of modulation and not reflect the actual physics of the near wake. 

5. The phase-locked wave: vortex trajectories 
Attention is now devoted exclusively to the phase-locked region of the near-wake 

response, confined to the region 0.95 Sfelf ,*  < 1.0, and illustrated by the flow 
visualization of figure 1. As evident therein, there are large changes in the timing of the 
initially formed vortex for small changes in excitation frequency fe / f ,* .  

Since the vortex formation process is phase locked with respect to the edge motion, 
it is desirable to track the trajectories of the vortices in order to relate the instantaneous 
location of a tyical vortex relative to the instantaneous position of the edge. Figure 5 
shows the trajectories of vortices shed from the upper and lower corners of the trailing 
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FIGURE 6. Timescales for vortex shedding process from stationary edge ue/ft = 0) and from 
oscillating edge in the phase-locked region of excitation ( x , / f t  = 0.95, 1, 1.05). 

edge; the successive instantaneous positions of a given vortex are indicated by the 
black dots. The time between the black dots is constant for all cases. 

The dotted circles surrounding selected black dots represent the instantaneous 
positions of the vortices when the edge is at its maximum positive location, i.e. + vmax. 
If one designates a reference vortex by A, it is evident that the location of this vortex 
A moves towards the trailing edge with increasingfJf,*. Likewise, the vortex on the 
lower side of the near-wake vortex street moves towards the edge as well. 

After the vortex reaches its location closest to the centreline of the flow, there is an 
abrupt increase in velocity as it 'departs' and moves outward away from the centreline. 
The vortex formation length iF is defined to occur when the position of the vortex is 
closest to the centreline of the flow; it requires a time TF. As illustrated in figure 5, an 
increase in fe/f,* produces an increase in IF. Visualization showed that, irrespective of 
the value of f,/f,*, there is abrupt termination of the ingestion of boundary-layer 
fluid (i.e. vorticity-bearing fluid from the corner of the edge) into the vortex when it is 
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closest to the centreline of the wake. In other words, when the vortex is at the position 
l,, the vortex formation process is completed, in that the boundary-layer fluid ceases 
to be drawn into the vortex. Remarkable is the fact that this definition holds 
irrespective of the phase shift between the vortex formation process and the 
instantaneous position of the edge. 

For the special case of ‘synchronized’ oscillations of the edge at fe/f,* = 1, the upper 
vortex is at the position lF when the edge is at its maximum positive position. This 
means that the upper vortex forms while the edge moves from its maximum negative 
position - T ~ ~  to its maximum positive position rmax, and conversely for the lower 
vortex. On the other hand, atfe/f ,* = 0.95, the formation of the upper vortex leads the 
motion of the edge, while at f e / f t  = 1.05, it lags the motion of the edge. 

The trajectories of figure 5 can be plotted in the form of streamwise and cross-stream 
displacements x, and y ,  of the vortex us. time t (Lotfy 1988), as illustrated in figure 6. 
Here we consider the trajectories y, /T shown in figure 6. These trajectories at fe/f,* = 
0.95, 1.0, 1.05 are compared with those for the stationary trailing edge at fe/f,* = 0. 
For all trajectories corresponding to the oscillating trailing edge, the location of the 
vortex at the instant when the trailing edge is at its maximum positive position vmax is 
indicated by the circle A. At this instant, the vortex is located at ( x , ) , ~ . ~ .  

The vertical velocity dy,/dt of the vortex, when the edge is at its maximum positive 
position +rmax, is indicated schematically by the slopes of the y ,  us. t trajectories at 
the location A in figure 6. These slopes show that, at fe / f ,*  = 1, the vertical velocity is 
zero, while at fe/f,* = 0.95 and 1.05, it has substantial positive and negative values 
respectively. 

It is possible to relate the trajectories shown in figure 6 to the period T, of the vortex 
shedding process, which can be determined precisely from pressure or velocity 
measurements (Lotfy 1988). The period T, is defined as the sum of the vortex formation 
time TF and the vortex departure time T,, i.e. T, = TF + TD. According to the definition 
of the vortex formation length 1, given in figure 5,  the formation time TF is the time 
elapsed until the vortex reaches its maximum negative position (position closest to the 
centreline of the flow). The departure time TD is then the difference between the times 
T, and TF. (The physical justification for defining TF and T, is given in $6.2.1 .) Figure 
6 shows these timescales for the values of excitation frequency fe/f,’ = 0, 0.95, 1 and 
1.05. For the case fe/f,* = 1, T, = T, = T:, in which T,* is the period of the vortex 
shedding process from the stationary edge and T,  is the period of the edge motion. 
Moreover, the vortex formation time TF is equal to the vortex departure time TD, i.e. 
TF = TD. For values of excitation frequency f e / f  ,* = 0.95 and f,/f ,* = 1.05, the values 
of TF are respectively smaller and larger than that at synchronization. 

are the 
source of the phase shifts, or the advance and lag times, between the vortex formation 
and the edge motion. In the case fe/f,* = 0.95, the vortex formation leads the edge 
motion by an advance time AT,,, while in the casefe/f,* = 1.05, the vortex formation 
lags the edge motion by a lag time ATw. 

The magnitudes of these advance and lag times will be related to the physics of the 
vortex formation and departure processes in the next section. 

As depicted in the overview of figure 5,  these differences in formation time 

6. Phase-locked wake: topological structure and phase clock 
representation 

In order to provide a basis for describing the changes in the near-wake flow structure 
as a function of excitation conditions of the trailing edge, it is desirable to employ basic 
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concepts of flow topology. Detailed descriptions and assessments of topological 
concepts applied to various unsteady, separated flows are given in the series of 
investigations of Perry and his colleagues, the most recent and directly relevant of 
which addresses vortex formation in the near wake (Steiner & Perry 1987). In the 
following, details of topological patterns are given for selected cases. Then, simplified 
representations of these patterns are given over a complete cycle of oscillation of the 
trailing edge, allowing interpretation of the mechanisms that give rise to the phase shift 
between the vortex formation process and the edge motion. 

6.1. Representative topological structure 
The topological flow pattern generated from the oscillating trailing edge depends upon 
the frequency ratio f,/f,* and the instantaneous position of the edge during an 
oscillation cycle. It is, therefore, desirable to select the most physically significant 
values of fJf; and examine the topology at the same instantaneous position (i.e. 
phase) of the edge in order to obtain a direct cross-comparison of the flow structure. 

7-2 
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Excitation at the frequency ratios f,/f ,* = 0.95 and 1.05 generates the representative 
types of wake structure within the phase-locked range (see figure 1). The wake structure 
at these two values offelf,* is approximately x out-of-phase at the same instantaneous 
position of the edge. 

In order to determine the instantaneous velocity field, small hydrogen bubble 
elements were tracked in conjunction with a frame-by-frame analysis of the videotape. 
Details, as well as the raw velocity fields, are given by Lotfy (1988). Representations 
of the near-wake topology based on these data are given in figure 7. At each frequency 
ratiofJf ,*, the flow structure is shown at the same instantaneous position of the edge 
corresponding to 0, = - 20" before reaching the maximum positive position + gma, of 
the edge, i.e. prior to attainment of top dead centre of the edge motion (0, = 0"). (A 
complete oscillation cycle is defined to occur over A0, = 360°.) 

The two admissible interpretations of these streamline patterns are given in the left 
and right columns of figure 7. The symbols indicate the key topological features defined 
as follows: S = saddle point of completely formed vortex; F = focus of vortex; C = 

centre of vortex; ( )u = parameter of vortex formed from upper corner of edge; ( )L = 
parameter of vortex formed from lower corner of edge. 

For the frequency ratiofJf; = 0.95 shown in figure 7, the lower vortex, adjacent to 
the corner of the edge, is in the process of formation; it involves the ingestion of 
vorticity-bearing fluid from the separating boundary layer. On the other hand, the 
upper vortex, located further downstream of the edge, is departing from the near-wake 
region. This departure is aided by the alleyway flow, corresponding to irrotational fluid 
drawn from the lower side of the wake, and up around the vortex in the clockwise 
direction. The corresponding foci and centres of the three- and two-dimensional 
representations of the vortices are indicate as F and C. For both representations of the 
flow structure, there is a saddle point S on the lower side of the vortex originally formed 
from the upper side of the trailing-edge. 

At the frequency ratio f,/f,* = 1.05, there is a phase shift of approximately x of the 
topological map, relative to that for f,/f,* = 0.95. The lower vortex is departing the 
near-wake region while the upper vortex is still in its formation process, defined by 
ingestion of vorticity-bearing fluid from the separated boundary layer. 

6.2. Simplified representation of topological flow structure via phase clocks 
From the foregoing flow visualization (figure 1) and representative topology (figure 7), 
it is evident that f,/f ,* can have a profound effect on the structure of the near wake. 
A complete description of the changes requires consideration of not only the values of 
f,/f,*, but also the variation of the topological structure during the oscillation cycle of 
the trailing edge. Simplified representations of the near-wake topology are defined in 
the following. These representations are then employed to represent the variation of 
the wake structure over an entire oscillation cycle by means of a phase clock concept. 

6.2.1. Definitions and concepts of phase clock 
Before proceeding with the actual description of the near wake, it is necessary to 

define the abbreviated sketches and symbols given in figure 8. In essence, for a given 
vortex, there are two basic processes that occur: formation of the vortex; and 
departure of the vortex from the near-wake region. In order to define precisely the time 
TF elapsed during vortex formation and the time TD elapsed during departure of a 
vortex, it is desirable to employ the terminology given in figure 8. Onset of vortex 
formation is taken to occur when there is onset of ingestion of vorticity-bearing fluid 
past the corner of the edge; in other words, when the separating boundary layer is 
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FIGURE 9(a). For caption see p. 191. 

swept past the corner, the vortex formation begins. Completion of vortex formation 
occurs when there is no longer ingestion of vorticity-bearing fluid past the comer of the 
edge. The onset of vortex formation is represented by the symbol F within a triangular 
‘yield’ sign, and completion of vortex formation by the symbol F within a hexagonal 
‘stop’ sign. 

Onset of vortex departure is defined to occur when the focus or centre of the vortex 
reaches its location closest to the centreline of the wake indicated schematically in 
figure 8. (Recall, as shown in figures 5 and 6, that the trajectory of a typical vortex first 
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moves towards the centreline of the near wake, then away from it.) At, or immediately 
after, the onset of departure of the vortex, fluid drawn from the opposite side of the 
wake is represented by the alleyway streamline extending across the entire wake. This 
alleyway streamline is located between the vortex and the trailing edge as indicated in 
figure 8. The process of vortex departure is completed when the onset of formation of 
a new upper U vortex begins. As shown schematically in figure 8, the onset of departure 
is indicated by the symbol D within a triangular sign and its completion by the symbol 
D within a hexagonal sign. 

Extensive study of the processes of vortex formation and departure reveals the 
following guidelines. For the special cases of the stationary trailing edge f , / f  o* = 0 and 
the edge oscillating at a frequency synchronized with the natural vortex shedding 
frequency f J f ,*  = 1, the completion of vortex formation on one side of the wake 
corresponds to onset of vortex formation on the other side of the wake. Likewise, 
completion of vortex departure on one side corresponds to onset of vortex departure 
on the other side. However, for all other excitation conditionsfJf,* 4= 1 in the phase- 
locked region, there is a time shift AT between completion of formation of the vortex 
on, for example, the upper side of the wake and onset of formation of the next vortex 
on the lower side of the wake. Similarly, there is a time shift AT between completion 
of departure of the upper vortex and onset of departure of the lower vortex. The 
physical interpretation of this time shift AT will be explained subsequently. 

Irrespective of the time shift AT, however, completion of formation of the upper U 
vortex corresponds to: the onset of its departure; and the onset of formation of its 
successor on the upper side. This means that the relation &, + TD, = T, is always 
satisfied for the upper U vortex. Likewise, for the lower L vortex, qL+ TD, = T,. 

6.2.2. Phase clock of near-wake at synchronization 
In order to illustrate the near-wake structure as a function of the excitation 

frequency of the edge, the concept of a phase clock is employed. The clock of figure 
9 (a)  shows simplified representations of the instantaneous topological structure as a 
function of time I ,  which increases in the clockwise direction. The key features of the 
topological patterns are those associated with the onset and completion of the vortex 
formation and departure. Figure 9 (a)  schematically portrays these essential features 
using the symbols of figure 8. For the vortex formation F and departure D processes, 
subscripts U and L represent vortices formed from the upper and lower edges 
respectively. Therefore, the symbols F, and D, represent the formation and departure 
of a given vortex from the upper side of the edge. The triangular and hexagonal signs 
represent the beginning and end of vortex formation and departure respectively. At the 
centre of the phase clock, the vortex formation and departure times GV and TD, for 
the upper U vortex are indicated. Similar terminology, though not illustrated, holds for 
the lower L vortex as well. 

In figure 9(a), the maximum positive (upward) deflection of the trailing edge, 
indicated by +qma?r, occurs at the 12:OO (twelve o’clock) location on the phase clock. 
Similarly, the maximum negative position of the edge vmax is at the 6:OO (six o’clock) 
location. As the edge reaches its maximum positive position, there is cessation of 
ingestion of vorticity-bearing fluid into the upper vortex, marking completion of the 
elapsed time TF of formation and onset of departure of the vortex, which takes a total 
time TDu. Simuhaneously, there is onset of formation of the lower vortex. When the 
edge reaches its maximum negative position, the roles of the upper and lower vortices 
are switched, and analogous events occur. 

In summary, for vortex shedding from the edge oscillating at the synchronization 
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condition f,/f:, we have the remarkable result that all of the vortex formation and 
departure times have the same value and are equal to the half-period of O S T ,  of vortex 
formation from the oscillating edge, which in turn is equal to the half-period 0.5T: of 
vortex formation from the stationary edge, i.e. O S T ,  = 0.5T: = TF, = G, = TD, = 

6.2.3. Phase clock of near-wake below synchronization 
Excitation at a frequency slightly below synchronization, represented by f J f :  = 

0.95, produces the phase clock given in figure 9(b). For this excitation condition, the 
period T: of the inherent vortex shedding from the stationary edge is less than the 
period T, of the edge motion. In presence of the edge motion, however, T,* is modified 
to a value T,. Quantitative measurement of T, shows that it satisfies the condition T, < 
T: < T, as represented in figure 6. Since the condition < T, is satisfied, there will 
be a tendency for the processes of vortex formation and departure to occur at an earlier 
time on the phase clock. They will experience an advance in phase relative to that 
occurring for the synchronized case where T, = T: = T,, shown in figure 9 ( 4 .  The 
onset of formation of the upper vortex, designated as F,, occurs at 4:30 instead of at 
6:OO for the synchronized case of figure 9(a). Likewise, the start of formation of the 
lower vortex designed as F, occurs at 10:30 instead of 12:OO in the synchronized case. 

Since the condition T, < T,* is satisfied, the angles on the phase clock corresponding 
to elapsed times of formation TF of the upper U and lower L vortices should be less 
than 180" (compare figure 9a) .  On the phase clock, the end of vortex formation is 
shifted in the counterclockwise direction. This shift, represented by AT, is from 10:30 
to 9:OO in the case of the upper vortex designated as F, (with a hexagonal 'stop' sign) 
and from 4:30 to 3:OO in the case of the lower vortex designated as F, (with a hexagonal 
sign). This shift AT also represents, for example, the delay between the start of 
departure of the lower vortex at 3:OO indicated as D, (with a triangular 'yield' sign) 
and the beginning of formation of the upper vortex at 4:30 indicated as F, (with a 
triangular sign). 

Physically interpreted, the time shift AT is associated with the processes of vortex 
formation and departure with respect to the edge motion. In the synchronized case, the 
upper vortex, for example, initiates formation when the edge starts its upper motion at 
6:OO (compare figure 9a) .  However, for the case of figure 9(b) ,  it initiates at 4:30 while 
the edge is still moving downward. In other words, the initial stage of formation of the 
upper vortex is contrary (or counter) to the direction of motion to the edge; the 
consequent retardation of this initial vortex formation contributes to the shift AT from 
completion of the formation of the lower vortex to the onset of formation of the upper 
vortex. This interval corresponds to the time between 3:OO and 430 on the phase clock. 
Moreover, during the same interval the direction of the edge motion is in accord with 
the circulation of the lower vortex, promoting early formation of the alleyway 
streamline extending across the near wake, in turn enhancing the early departure of the 
lower vortex. Analogous reasoning holds for the shift AT between 9:00 and 10:30 on 
the phase clock. 

Generalizing, the time shift AT below synchronization CfJf ,* < 1) is associated with 
the following influences: the downward motion of the edge is counter to that which 
promotes the initial formation of the vortex from the upper comer of the edge; this 
edge motion, however, matches the direction of the circulation of the vortex formed 
from the lower comer and matches the direction of the alleyway streamline that 
promotes departure of that vortex from the near-wake region. Similar reasoning holds 
for the upward motion of the edge. 

TDL* 
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Taking an overview of the phase clock of figure 9(b), we note that formation of the 
upper vortex F, is completed at 9:OO (with hexagonal sign) instead of at 12:OO as occurs 
in the synchronization case (compare figure 9a). Likewise, the formation of the lower 
vortex F, is completed at 3:OO (with a hexagonal sign) insteady of at 6:OO for the 
synchronization case (compare figure 9a). In other words, both of these processes are 
completed one-quarter cycle earlier than in the synchronized case. This shift 
corresponds to 0.25T, on the phase clock. Keeping in mind that T,* = 0.95T,, one may 
state that a deviation of O.O5T, between the period T,  of the edge motion and the period 
T,* of the inherent vortex formation from the stationary edge produces a fivefold 
'amplification' in the time of advancement of the completion of vortex formation and 
departure. 

6.2.4. Phase clock of near-wake above synchronization 
For excitation at a frequency f, greater than the inherent shedding frequency f ,* from 

the stationary edge, i.e. f,/f ,* = 1.05, quantitative measurements represented in figure 
9(c) show the relation T, > T,* > T,. Since T,  > T,, the vortex formation will tend to 
occur later during the oscillation cycle, i.e. it will be retarded in phase relative to the 
synchronization case at f,/f,* = 1 shown in figure 9(a). As illustrated in figure 9(c), 
onset of vortex formation from the upper side F, now occurs at 7:40 in comparison 
with 6:OO for the synchronized case (compare figure 9a). For the lower vortex, the onset 
of formation now occurs at 1:40 in comparison with 12:OO for the synchronized case. 

Since T,  > T:, the angles on the phase clock corresponding to formation times TF of 
the lower L and upper U vortices should be greater than 180" (compare figure 90). This 
simply means that the end of vortex formation will be shifted in the clockwise direction. 
Figure 9(c) shows a time shift A T  from 1:40 to 3:OO in the case of the upper vortex 
designated as F, (with a hexagonal sign) and from 7:40 to 9:OO in the case of the lower 
vortex designated as F, (with a hexagonal sign). 

From a physical standpoint, in analogy with the mechanism of figure 9 (b), the shift 
AT is associated with the vortex formation and departure processes with respect to the 
edge motion. For the upper vortex, for example, in its initial stage of formation 
(starting at 7:40) is accompanied by upward motion of the edge, enhancing the 
formation process of the upper vortex. On the other hand, it is simultaneously counter 
to the direction of circulation of the lower vortex and counter to the direction of the 
alleyway streamline that is associated with departure of the lower vortex. In summary, 
the time shift AT above synchronization (J,/f,* > 1) is associated with the following 
effects : the upward motion of the edge is in the same direction as that which promotes 
formation of the vortex from the upper corner. On the other hand, the edge motion is 
opposite to the circulation of the lower vortex; it is also counter to the direction of the 
alleyway streamline that promotes the departure process of the vortex on the lower side 
of the wake. Analogous reasoning holds for the downward motion of the edge. 

In analogy with the case of figure 9(b), we note that the time for completion of 
formation of the upper vortex U, indicated by F, within a hexagonal sign, extends to 
3:OO instead of to 12:OO as for the synchronization case of figure 9(a). Likewise, the 
time for completion of formation of the lower vortex designated by F, within a 
hexagonal sign extends to 9:OO instead of 6:OO as for the synchronization case. In other 
words, both of these processes are completed one-quarter cycle later than in the 
synchronization case. This delay corresponds to a total time 0.25T, on the phase clock. 
There clearly exists an amplification of a small difference between the inherent vortex 
shedding at T: and the edge T,, i.e. T,* = 1.05T,; it produces a fivefold time shift in the 
aforementioned processes. 
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Taking together the advance in time (0.25T,) of completion of vortex formation with 
respect to the edge motion for the case ofh/f: = 0.95 and the delay in time (0.25c) 
of completion of vortex formation with respect to the edge motion for the case of 
f e / f :  = 1.05, there will be a total phase difference A$ = 0.5T,, or in terms of radius, 
A$ = R. In fact, this phase difference approximates that found in lift and pressure 
measurements in the wide variety of investigations cited in the Introduction. It will be 
further addressed in $7. 

7. Overview of modulation and phase-shift 
In R3-6, it was demonstrated that the modulated and phase-locked wakes involve 

phase shifts of the vortex shedding with respect to the edge motion. These types of 
phase shift can be related to the frequencies of: the edge motion cf,); the vortex 
shedding from the stationary edge (f,*); and the shedding from the oscillating edge 
cf,). In the following, we first address the case of the modulated wake, then the phase- 
locked wake. 

7.1. Modulation at excitation frequencies below synchronization 
When the edge oscillates below synchronization, i.e. in the region f e / f :  < 1, T, > T: > 
T,. The elapsed time for the edge to go from the maximum negative position -g,,, 
to the maximum positive position +gmax is O S T , .  The upper vortex completes its 
formation before the edge reaches its maximum positive position + gmax, i.e. the vortex 
formation process leads the edge motion, as shown in figures 5 and 6. Designate this 
time interval, between completion of formation of the upper vortex and the attainment 
of the maximum positive position +qmax of the oscillating edge, as an advance time 
0.57 for one half-cycle of the edge oscillation. If the same advance time occurs for 
formation of the lower vortex, then the total advance time over one complete cycle of 
the edge oscillation is 

Now this same advance time will be evident in the corresponding traces of surface 
pressure or wake velocity, as represented in the simulations of figure lO(a). In fact, as 
illustrated therein, the effect of this advance time 7 is an additive one from cycle to 
cycle. When the edge starts its second cycle by moving up again to the maximum 
positive position +qmax, the total advance time becomes 1.57; completion of the 
second oscillation cycle of the edge, marked by attainment of the maximum negative 
position -qmax, gives a total advance time 27, and so on. In general, the total advance 
time may be expressed as NT. When it becomes equal to the period T,, a complete 
modulation cycle is attained. In summary, 

7 =  T,-T,. (4) 

N7 = T,, ( 5 )  

in which N is the number of edge oscillation cycles corresponding to one modulation 
cycle. 

The value of N can be determined as follows. Equation (4) may be written as 

7 = [c/&- 11 &. 
Combining ( 5 )  and (6) gives 

Alternatively, one may write the expression for N by considering the relation 
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FIGURE 10. Simulated time traces of parameter $(t), representing pressure or velocity, where 7 is the 
advance time between T, and T, in one oscillation: (a) for pre-synchronization condition f,/f $ < 1 ; 
(b) for post-synchronization condition fe/f: > 1. 

in which T,* is the corresponding period of vortex formation from the stationary edge. 
Combining (7) and (8): 

N = T,*/ T,/[T,*/ T, - T,*/ T,1 = f e l f  ,*lVdf ,* - f e l f  3. (9) 

This relation is plotted as the left branch of figure 1 1  (a), using values of &If: 
determined from spectra of the near-wake velocity fluctuation. 
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FIGURE 11. (a) Comparison between model and experimental values of the number N of edge 
oscillation cycles corresponding to one modulation. (6) Calculated results from theoretical model of 
modulation in near-wake region, where N is number of cycles of edge oscillation for one modulation 
cycle and Aqi is difference in phase of upper vortex at synchronization conditionf,/f,+ = 1 and that 
at any other frequency ratio in phase-locked region. 

7.2. Modulation at excitation frequencies above synchronization 
When the edge oscillates above synchronization, T, < T,* < T,. The upper vortex 
completes its formation after the edge passes its maximum positive position + T ~ ~ ~ ,  i.e. 
the vortex formation process lags the edge motion, as shown in the schematics of 
figures 5 and 6. 

Using analogous reasoning as for the pre-synchronization region described in $7.1, 
one obtains a lag time 7 in the simulated traces of surface pressure and wake velocity, 
as represented in figure 10(b). The corresponding number of modulation cycles is 

(10) N = f o l f  ,*lLf-elf ,* -folf ,*I* 
This relation is plotted as the right branch of figure 11 (a). 

Experimental data for the values of N obtained from velocity and pressure 
measurements are shown on the left and right branches of figure 11 (a);  the agreement 
with the curves representing (9) and (10) is satisfactory. 
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1.3. Phase variation within the phase-locked region 
Within the phase-locked region, the concept of a modulation cycle becomes irrelevant, 
and one may directly consider the equations for the advance and lag times above and 
below synchronization, which we designate as T~~ and T~~~ respectively. They are 
defined by the advance-time equation (6) and its analogy for the lag time. 

To transform the T~~ and T~~ to phase shifts it is necessary to 
multiply by the circular frequency 27tfe, which corresponds to one cycle of edge 
oscillation. The resultant expressions are as follows : 

and 

4 a v  = ~ a d v P f e l =  2 ~ ( 1  -fe/f) = 2 4 1  -Ife/f,*l/[f/f,*l) (1 1) 

and 

These equations are plotted as dashed lines in figure 11 (b). They are superposed on the 
plots of the parameter N. Subscripts pre and post designate regions below fe/f,* < 1 
and above fe/f,* > 1, the synchronization condition. To calculate the total phase 
difference, we take the reference of the phase calculation to be the maximum positive 
position of the edge. It follows that 

'$diCC = #hg-(-#adv) = &~+$8dv 

= 2~(Ife/f,*I/Ifo/f,*I),,,, - 2 ~ ( ~ e / f , * I / I f o / f , * l ) ~ ~ e .  (1 3) 

Equation (13) gives the phase difference of vortex shedding (with respect to the edge 
motion) between any values of frequency ratio in the pre-synchronization and post- 
synchronization ranges provided there is phase locking of the vortex shedding process 
with respect to the edge motion, i.e. if there is no modulation of the vortex shedding. 
As an approximation, it is valid when the modulation cycle contains a large number 
of edge oscillations very near the synchronization condition. 

To calculate the phase difference from (1 3), it is necessary to know the values of the 
natural shedding frequency f,. From the pressure or velocity measurements (Lotfy 
1988) and usingfe/f,* = 0.95 and 1.05 for pre- and post-synchronization values, one 
obtains fo/f,* = 1.25 and 0.85 respectively, and the phase difference from (13) is 
A#diff = 0.95~.  

A#adv, and A&ilt are illustrated in figure ll(b). The value 
q5diff = 0 . 9 5 ~  does indeed represent well the phase difference given by the flow visual- 
ization of figure 1, as well as that determined from pressure and velocity measurements 
(Lotfy 1988). 

The values of 

8. Overview and conclusions 
The wake from a stationary, blunt trailing-edge can exhibit a highly organized, self- 

excited oscillation. This oscillation has its origin in the linearly unstable near wake, 
described by the concepts of global (absolute) instability (Huerre & Monkewitz 1990). 
This self-excited instability of the wake is very robust and tends to persist even in the 
presence of oscillations of the trailing edge. In general, there are two predominant 
components existing in the near wake : that due to the self-excited wake instability and 
that imparted by the edge motion. The relative values of these frequency components 
determine whether the wake responds in a phase-locked or a modulated manner. The 
phase-locked response is, in fact, a limiting case of the modulated response. It is 
therefore insightful to gain an understanding of the characteristics of the modulated 
wake and use these concepts as a basis for describing the phase-locked wake. 
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The modulated response of the near wake is characterized by ordered and repetitive 
modulations of the flow structure. During a typical modulation cycle, the phase- 
referenced vortex pattern can drift in the streamwise direction by as much as 2ST, 
where T is the thickness of the trailing edge, even though the edge perturbation has a 
very small amplitude of the order of 0.05T. These ordered and repetitive excursions of 
the near-wake vortices have their origin in the fact that the process of vortex formation 
from the oscillating trailing edge tends to lead (for dimensionless excitation frequency 
fe/f: c 1) or lag (f'/f: > 1) the motion of the edge. The total lag or lead is that 
accumulated over N cycles of the edge motion; the occurrence of N cycles of edge 
represents the period of the modulation cycle. 

The surface pressure fluctuations on the edge and the velocity fluctuations in the near 
wake show this modulation of the near-wake flow structure, emphasizing the fact that 
it is a global phenomenon. From a practical standpoint, time-averaged measurements 
of pressure and lift on the surface of an oscillating body obscure pronounced 
amplitude/frequency modulations. Attempts to simulate or predict the loading on the 
surface of the edge should not assume that the flow structure of the near wake is 
periodic. 

The phase-locked response of the wake occurs only near fe/f = 1, i.e. when the edge 
excitation frequency is nearly matched to the natural vortex shedding frequency from 
the stationary edge. When the dimensionless excitation frequency fe/f is varied by a 
small amount within this phase-locked range, there are large changes in the phase angle 
between the initially formed vortex and the position of the edge. If one views the phase- 
locked wake as a limiting case of the modulated wake, simple reasoning shows that the 
phase angle changes by approximately A when the dimensionless excitation frequency 
f,/f : of the edge changes between values corresponding to the upper and lower limits 
of the phase-locked region. This approach provides a basis for understanding the well- 
known phase jump of A observed in the large number of investigations that have 
measured either the phase angle of the fluctuating lift or the fluctuating surface 
pressure. An understanding of the mechanisms that produce this phase shift is 
essential, since it corresponds to a change in sign of the energy transfer between the 
fluid and the body. 

The detailed flow structure of the phase-locked near wake has been interpreted in 
terms of simplified topological concepts. This approach, in conjunction with flow 
visualization, has allowed construction of a 'phase clock' that portrays the 
instantaneous phase of the edge motion at which vortex formation begins and ends as 
well as when vortex departure (from the near-wake region) begins and ends. These 
phase clocks are based on the concept that the total period of the vortex shedding is 
equal to the sum of the elapsed times for vortex formation from the edge and for vortex 
departure from the near-wake region. 

The authors are grateful to the Office of Naval Research and the National Science 
Foundation for financial support of this investigation. 
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